
Exploring the Interface Between the Common Law of Tort and Statute Law

I am grateful for the invitation from the Association to deliver the annual Richard Davies lecture
Twenty years ago Professor Jack Beatson attacked what he termed the "oil and water" approach
to the relationship between common law and statute, which sees them as separate sources of law
which do not intermingle. But as he said: "Why should statutory mainfestations of principle 1.1
not be part of the armour;, of the common law judge in determining a hard case and seeking to
determine what best fits the fundamental principles of the legal system?"'

A, Iy lecture pursues Jack Beatson's theme in the context of the law of tort. I want to explore how
the existence and scope of a duty of care in common law is informed by statute. This includes
examining how duty, of care analysis may be bound up with considerations of public policy. Public
pollc}, is a contested field. Where can judges 1001< for guidance on public poliq, to legitimise the
w^, in which it is pra}, ed in aid by the courts in their teasoixing? Statutes are an important source
of guidance on public policy and so are capable of Informing the courts' approach to duty of care
questions at common law

I will be Qin by examinino the ITistorical foundations of the concept of the duty of care, as that will
help to frame the analysis which foUows
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it was only following the emergence of an independent action for negligence that duty, of care
began to PI^, an analytical role in the determination of questions of liability. ' At around the same
time, contract and tort were emerging as distinct legal entities. GeneraUy, this distinction was
unproblematic, as actions based on non-performance of an undertaking were clearly contractual,
and actions based on the negligent causation of harm independent of any prior relationship were
clearly in tort

By the start of the 19'" centiiry howe\, er, procedural differences between contract and tort \\, ere
emerging. To avoid the procedural disadvantages associated \\, ith contract, plaintiffs who had
suffered an injury in the course of the negligent mis-performance of a contract began to formulate
their declarations in tort by focusing on the source of the defendant's duty. in Booi"/4/1 " BIW"",' for
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example, the Court of Exchequer held that a broker owed a duty to his chant because "the principle
I. . I would seem to be that the contract creates a duty, and the neglect to perforitT that duty, or the
nonfeasance, is a ground of action upon a tort. "' in this sense, then, duty was being employed as
a way, of ex;bin^d^^{g the scope of the tort of negligence, by reformulating breaches of contractual
duties, which arose by reason of agileement, as breaches of duties in tort, which in other cases
arose by reason of law

In parallel with this interaction between contract and tort, an interaction was emerging between
tort and statute in analysing the duty, requirement. In Pallid4j! , Iz"inJ/er Cal?41. ' for example, a
statute required the defendant canal coinpa^, to maintain clear passage on the canal, and to that
end gave it powers to dredge up and remove sunken vessels. A sunken vessel was not removed,
with the result that the claimant's boat using the canal was damaged. The claimant sued the canal
company in tort. The defendant coinpa^, argued that the statute, which imposed a penalty when
a boat obstructed the canal and empowered the canal owners to remove it, was "petrixissive, not
imperative".' Tindal q accepted that the statute did not impose a duty on the coinpan}, but went
on to hold that a duty existed at common law, "not perhaps to repair the canal, or absolutely free
it from obstructions, but to take reasonable care, so long as they, keep it open for the public use of
an who in^, choose to navigate it, that they in^, navigate without danger to their lives or
property. "

In the second half of the 19" century, as the action of neongence expanded, judges began to insist
that a duty of care was a necessary ingyedient. The focus of the duty analysis changed from being
used to expand the scope of the action to playing an exclusionar;, role. One of the earnest such
cases was D<gg " A{2111m?I kiln, 411 Cor4id/u, ' where Brainwell B held: "There is no absolute or

thereintrinsic negligence; it is always relative to some circumstances of time, place, or person
can be no action exceptin respect of a dutyinfringed". 10 At the same time, considerations of policy
also started to emerge more overtly in judicial decisions. Courts were quick to den^ the existence
of a duty where the^ felt it would lead to a SIgriificant extension in flabifity. in A10cg, " , Tbe rate of
Ned/b kiln"4y Co, " for example, Pollock CB dented that a Inaster owed a duty to a servant who
had been injured by the negligence of another servant because: "It appears to me that we should
be letting in a flood of litigation, were we to decide the present case in favour of the plaintiff. "'~

Lord Atkin's speech in Doffqgbwe , fir"e"Toil sought to produce a urufied analytical approach to the
tort of negligence based on the duty of care concept. it built on the attempt by Sir With am Brett
KIRIn 1883 in He4,812 " Pande/" to do the same. Lord Atkin's neighbour prindple was based on the
idea of foreseeabitity and a rather slippery himting notion of "proximity". There was resistance
to making duty of care a governing concept, including by Buckland who said it was an "urinecessar),
fifth wheel on the coach"." However, it has remained central, essentially, for two reasons. First, it
provides an important yet flexible focus for attention on the precise nature of the relationship

' Ibid. , 526 conchl CJ)
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between the parties and the normative implications of that in a range of contexts. Secondly, it
provides a useful basis for striking out claims at an early stage, if analysis shows no duty of care is
owed, thereby obviating the expense and del^, assodated with a full trial on the facts

The modern formulation to determine the existence of the duty of care arrived with the decision
in Cq/)41'0 " Dr', I:war. " Lord Bridge observed that what emerges from the caselaw is that, "in
addition to the foreseeability of damage, necessary ingredients in any situation giving rise to a duty
of care are that there should exist between the party owing the duty and the party to whom it is
owed a relationship characterised by the law as one of 'proximity' or 'neighbourhood' and that the
situation should be one in which the court considers it fair, just and reasonable that the law should
impose a duty of a given scope upon the one party for the benefit of the other. "'

\!(/here a duty of careis authoritatively established in the caselaw, thereis Do warrant for constantly
revisiting its existence by repeated application of the "fair, just and reasonable" formula. " But
where there is an open question whether a duty of care exists in a particular context, resort to that
formula is appropriate

2. ConJ//e/\//o17r 4110/1b, 177 the Ito, of in/'e mmb^J/I

The third stage of the C4j)47.0 test, whether it is fair, just, and reasonable to impose a duty, in\, ites
attention to considerations of policy. " This is inevitable, because when a court declares that a
common law duty of care exists, the state imposes legal obligations on a person. The court
performs a role which is to some degree legislati\, e. That is so even if the process is conceived of
as a sort of recognition of something identified through the application of background legal
principles. Those background principles themselves involve resort to pollc}, considerations. For
this purpose "policy" must be identified in a reasonably deternTinate way, and in a manner which

" ," to

properly legitimises the court's decision to impose the duty. ~

For example, in Hello^ 8.1"vie " Half?. Lord Pearce said that the "sphere of the duty of care in
negligence I. . .I depends ultimately upon the courts' assessment of the demands of sodety for
protection from the cardessness of others"." Lord Denning referred to this in the Court of Appeal
in How, qf7, e " Doffe/ Yd, h/ and said that the determination of a duty of care was "at bottom a
matter of public policy which we, as judges, must resol\, e" '' a comment that was later approved
by Lord Diplock in the House of Lords. " Policy considerations are perceived to play an important
part in determintng questions regarding duty of care, particularly at the ultimate appeUate level.

How, then, can the courts formulate a concrete guide to the policy considerations in recogriising
or denying a duty of care at common law, or extending or narrowing the scope of such a duty?

re 119901 2 AC 605
, Ibid. , 617-8
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'' Cf Stephen Guest, Ro""/,/Di, o1k!',/ (2013,3'' ed, Stanford Urnversit}, Press), 91: policy may be a term \vltich is "used
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Looking to statutes can play a significant role for the courts in approaching this question. Sintiites
are a concrete expression of the public interest in legal form, endorsed by the democratic
legislature. Moreover, law in the form of statutes increasingly governs in many, contexts and it is
uria\, oldable that the courts, in exercising their quasi-legislative role to impose duties of care, have
to take account of this. A common law duty of care has to slot in alongside, and be coherent with,
an^ relevant statutory regime in the field of its application. In GUIdo Calabresi's words, the
common law has to be a common law for the age of statutes. '

3. Exjb/I'll 18/2tiff, e o" nibff, 101^ty by 1,121e\, e to Jini\/e

in conducting the duty analysis, the common law must always gi. \, e way to statute and an^ statutory
duty must be complied with. it therefore often makes sense to address the question of explicit
statutory rules at the outset, because statute in^, impose, or preclude, a duty of care. ~

In some cases, a statute might be found to impose a dutyitself, breach of which sounds in damages
at common law. In a sense, these are simple and relati\, ely uninteresting cases, in that statute itself
tells us the answer. In these cases, public pollq, is full}, incorporated in the statute itself. But this
itself cans for some process of policy analysis to determine the purpose which the statute was
Intended to serve

in other cases, however, there is a more subtle interplay between statute and common law. These
ate cases in which a common law rule is framed by reference to, or in the light of, public policy,
and draws on statute to inform the content of the public policy standard to be applied. The way
in which this happens is a general phenomenon, of which duty of care analysis is one part

Leaving tort to one side for a moment, one can see this phenomenon in contract law. Public policy
may, render a contract unenforceable. Changes in legislation have operated as a "catalyst" to
prompt changes in judge-made law. " An example is the law in relation to champerty and
maintenance, the doctrine which rendered unenforceable contracts to provide funding to promote
litigation. " The policy was the desire to ensure that inch\, Iduals did not stir up litigation at no risk
to themselves. " But such a view began to be caned into question. Legal rights ought to be capable
of enforcement, but litigation is expensive. Third party funding may be a necessary part of giving
the rule of law practical effect. The introduction of legal aid in 1949" effected an important
statutory exception to the rule against maintenance. Conditional fee agreements were introduced
by the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990

This affected the courts' perception of the publicinterest. In 2002 the Court of Appeal in Far/o77'4we
IN0 8) explained that only those funding arrangements that tended to undernine the ends of
justice" should fan foul of the prohibition on maintenance and champerty. " This opened the way
to more extensive third party funding of legal claims as a means to secure access to justice

25 G. Calabresi, a COMwon I'M/o1'Ibe, ge 41the Jini\/er (Han, ard University, Press, 1982)
26 See Golr!Inge " Cd/lend/e Ale/1.4io/!/dir Borongb Cowi!,/I 120041 Ul<HL 15,131 a. ,ord Ste}, n)
arkl. I, eelhing, "Theories and Principles Underlying the Development of the Common law" (2013) UNSW I. aw
Journal 36(3) 1001,1002.
28 Law Commission, Prqtom/,/or Ibe 1,161\ 4the trip fuki/!';!g to Mdrfr/e"d", e a"I Cbafi4beit, (1966), para 9; H?//I, Hid^old
119681 I QB 686
co ip"Mr " D"A, 41thIf0, ,/ (1798) 3 V, ,. Jan. 494,502
30 The I, egal Aid and Advice Act 1949
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4. The 2724, /21^/ q!, eru//b\ 4/1fr'bitp0/19 171 lily of "re an"b^fir by jin?re", e to r/"////e

in relation to duty of care, there are many cases where the statute confers rights or imposes
obligations but is silent on the extent to which a common law duty of care may exist alongside
them. In this category of case public policy operates implicitly, with the judicial analysis latching
onto the statutory duties to Inform pollq, arguments in shaping common law duties

Many judicial statements in recent tort cases make reference to the need to be "principled" in
developing the law, " with principle operating in contrast to "policy". Certain judges ha\, e sought
to explain that the type of policy that Is relevant to the determination of whether the defendant
owes a duty of care is primarily "legal" policy. The aim is perhaps to indicate that this t}pe of policy
lies within the competence of judges

Under Cqj)din, the three elements can be seen as a balance between questions of principle and
policy. The principles of "foreseeabitity" and "proximity, " must be considered against the more
policy, -driven question of whether it is "fair, just and reasonable" to impose a duty of care; but the
other two elements have a policy dimension as weU. Consideration of pollq, in this analysis is part
of the positive process of establishing a duty of care, rather than a merely limiting factor. The
Supreme Court clarified in the Rob/frJoi! case that Cqbdro should be seen as applying only to novel
categories of case. " Within an "established dt^, category", there is no need to discuss the notions
of proximity, or of what is "fair, just and reasonable". This is because C4!)470 only assists with the
consideration of extensions to established duty situations. The key contribution of C4jidro was
described by the Supreme Court in the Poole Bore/(gb COM^,!/ case as its emphasis on incremental
development. " Courts should deterThine cases on the basis of established principle, thus placing
cases within legal categories. Pragmatism, and policy, are not direc^, referred to as dedsive

But this leaves something of a gap: how can future courts decide when to allow incremental
development? Policy factors have to inform the determination of whether and how far. to extend
a duty of care Incrementally. To say that development should be incremental only tens one that
that dramaticleaps of development are ruled out. This is justified on arounds of the need to ensure
a reasonable degree of predictabifit), in the law and by the limited role of courts to effect chan. e
in the law without the democratic mandate of legislation. But it does not in itself ten one whether
the law ought to be developed, or in what direction. Perhaps a proposed and admittedIy
incremental development is not in fact justified. How can one ten if that is so or not?

Since consideration of policy is inevitable and since statute encapsulates public policy witlT a
democratic imprimatur, looking at statutory duties may be an essential part of the analysis

From the perspective of the law of tort, statutory duties can be divided into two types. The first is
duties which are clear, predse, desigiTed to benefit a particular group including the claimant, and
intended to be actionable at common law. " Such duties are action able through the distinct tort of
breach of statutory duty. One needs to look at the object of the statutory dut}, in question. As
explained in C////,?' " IFd"IJ), o17b 51,117"\: "if a statutory duty is prescribed but no reined}, by way
of penalty or otherwise for its breach is imposed, it can be assumed that a right of civil action
accrues to the person who is damixified by the breach. For, if it were not so, the statute would be

32 See, e. g. , Fat}Tnn " G/,//bd",/, Frillerd/ .,, 17.1, eJ 120031 I ,\C 32, 1361 0. <1rd Nicholls)
*3 R, Mr, ,,, (n 18), 1271
** GAi" P, ,/, B, ,", gb C, "",,/ t20191 UKSC 25, t641
*, x python) ,,, B, 46, I, bi, , Comb, C, "",,/ U 99512 AC 633,731
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but a pious aspiration. But 'where an Act I. . .l creates an obligation, and enforces the performance
in a specified manner, we take it to be a general rule that performance cannot be enforced in any
other manner'.,, 36

However, this general rule is subject to exceptions, which are policy-based. In B/h, I: , Fit Cod/ Co,
affirmed in C\//er, Lord 1<1nnear considered, in relation to a statutory dut), on an employer to take
actions to protect employees, that there was no basis "for maintaining that a proceeding by way of
penalty is the only reined^ arrowed by the statute"." This was determined by, looking at the purpose
(that is, the underlying policy) of the statute to determine for whose benefit it was intended and
what could be inferred from that to be the intended remedial consequence. That statute was
intended to ensure the safety of the employees so it was held that there was a corresponding cause
of action in damages at common law for the employees where there was a breach of the duty. '
This can be contrasted with the facts in Cwifer, where the primary intention of the statute was to
regulate the conduct of racetracks, not to benefit bookmakers, e\, en if "in consequence of those
regulations being observed some bookmakers ICarr}ing on business therel win be benefited".'

The second, nTore usual, type of statutofj, dut}I is one \XIIitch is \of actionable at common law. A
very general statutory duty, or one not designed to benefit a particular group of people including
the claimant, or one that Parliament did not intend to be actionable in damages, win not be
enforceable through the action for breach of statutory duty. " Man^ duties where there is a CTiimnal
or other sanction set out in the statute win fall into this category, although this in^, not be
conclusive. An example of a duty not actionable at common law arose in O Rowrke , Cd\/8/7, The
duty to offer accommodation to those who are homeless was not narrow and defined and was not
for the benefit of a prescribed class of people. it was a general social welfare duty. A person who
was not housed when he presented himself as homeless could not seek damages in tort, and must
instead seek ladidal review. 42

Statutory duties may be contrasted with statutor), powers which confer discretion: these sped^,
that the conferee of the power may do something, not that they must. Public law provides
remedies if discretion is improper11, exercised, or if there is an improper failure to exerdse a power
GeneraUy speaking, in light of the C\//87. type of analysis, damages are not a\, allable in an action for
breach of public law in relation to the exercise of discretion. However, in certain situations the
general criteria under common law to identify a duty of care may be satisfied when a public
authority acts in exerdse of a public law discretion, so that a common law cause of action arises.
This is an interesting and difficult area to which I win return

At this stage, I want to highlight the extent to which statutory duties can be relevant to the common
law duty of care analysis between private persons' The existence of legislation nitght be taken as a
pointer of particular weight regarding the public interest, and of the direction in which the
common law should be developed. One could say, that in these instances the statute operates as a

it C\//,,. " I"'4/11ri, o17b J/d"'!I^^ DJ 119491 AC 398,407 0.0rd SImonds)
,, B/,, A ". Fit Cad a DJ I^9121 AC 149,165
381bid

an C, ,//," (n 30,409
un PM^, " B, ,/man'" }!jg, ?, if, {"", iru a Dr I^ 9231 21<B 832,840 (B"thus LJ)
*, 119981 AC 188
42 Ibid. , 193
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positive social proposition, capable of drawing the common law along in the same direction of
travel.

For example, Rg)I\oldr , Tz7ff, r Ale?"!/)47wr" concerned the scope of defences available to a
newspaper which publishes an article which is defamatory of a politician. There was an established,
but narrow, defence of quafified privilege for a person whois under a duty to report on the conduct
of another, so that no flabifity would attach if they did so in good faith and without matice. The
defendant argued for adoption of a wider version of that defence to cover a newspaper which
reports honestly on the conduct of a leadino politician, on the grounds that it is under a form of
moral obligation to report to the public on what it beheves to be the truth. The House of Lords
was conscious that Pathament had passed the Human Rights Act 1998 ("HRA") which effectiveIy
incorporated a similar wide view of protections for fairjournafism by newspapers drawn from the
case law of the Strasbourg court in relation to article 10 of the European Convention on Humant
Rights (freedom of expression), e\, en though the Act had not }, et come into force. The House took
this as one indication, am on a others, that it would be right for it to extend the defence of qualified
privilege at common law. The legislation showed the direction of travel of public policy, in a way
which supported and could not be taken as blocking the development of the common law. "

Looking further back in time, one sees the interface between the common law and statute in the
area of the employer/employee relationship. " HistoricaUy, the primary structural feature of
emplo}, ers' nabifiq, for injuries suffered by their workmen was the doctrine of common
employment, which provided that an employer was not liable for an injury to one of his employees
where it was caused by a feUow employee's carelessness in the course of common work with the
injured emplo}, ee. The theory was that an employee had assumed the risk of carelessness of fellow
employees by agreeing to won< alongside them. Exceptions to the doctrine came to be recognised,
such as the tort of breach of statutory duty. in Groper , Lord IPI);,/bonie, the Court of Appeal held
that the defence of common employment was unavailable where a worker had been injured by
machine^, that, in breaclT of the employer's statutory duty, had not been securely fenced. " The
statutory obligation was placed upon the employer personaUy, which arrowed the courts to sa}, that
a breach of it feU outside the doctrine of common employment because the doctrine was an about
the risk that a third party might breach their duty. Here, by contrast, the employer was being made
accountable for a breach of his own duty. 48

it was not until 1937, with the dedsion of the House of Lords in 1172/Tonr d",/ C#, 18 Cod/ Con{pd4y "
E"g/^th, " that the modern duty of care owed by an employer to an employee was clearly established
Side-stepping the common employment doctrine, the House of Lords held that an employer was
deemed to owe a duty of care to his employees, \\, hich was personal to the employer and non-
delegable. Looking at the statutory schemes in place, Lord Thankerton blobliohted the "fanac}," of
the argument that the employer, being under a duty to take due carein the provision of a reasonably
safe system of workino, could then be absolved from that duty by the appointment of a competent
person to perform the duty. "' The courts in this area were mindful of the rise in industrial

46

43 See the discussion of "social propositions" in A1. Eisenberg, Tb, A'd///!? 4the Corn///o17 Liti, (1988) and in P. Sales,
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production methods and sought to ensure, through a re-framing of the common law duties of care
owed by employers, that employers paid compensation where those methods caused injury to their
employees' The fact that the duty was non-delegable, albeit the employer might have to appoint
an agent to cart^ it out, meant that the employer could not say the duty was discharged by Its
appointment of a quafified person. The employer had to take the risk of that person negligently
making an error

Although the legal relationship between employee and employer has become settled law, it should
be recaUed that it was a highly political issue in the 19" and early 20'" centuries. By referring to
statute, the courts had access to a legitimising source of public policy with a democratic warrant
authorised through the political process

Similarly the courts had to respond to the increasing use of motor vehicles in the 20' centiiry. '
In CJDJ/off , L"41(gbd"" in 1938 the courts were faced with the question of the extent to which the
obligations under a statutory instrument informed the duty of care at common law. The trial judge
held t\x, o drivers join^, liable for injuries caused to the claimant in a road accident. The negligence
of one of them consisted in stopping suddenly and falling to give a hand signal. This finding was
challenged on appeal because the driver had used his brake light, which regulations required him
to have, and the Highway Code's section on hand signals stated that the^ should be given "where
mechanical indicators are not used"." For the majority of the Court of Appeal, compliance with
the Code and the regulator), requirement was insufficient to rebut an allegation of failure to take
reasonable care. As Scott LJ put it, the Code and the regulations "still leave upon every driver a
common law duty of taking action outside the Code and the regulations in circumstances where it
becomes essential. "" For SIGsser LJ, however, the relationship between the common law and the
regulations was being made too sophisticated: a dri\, er who complied with the statutory regulations
on rear brake lights had, by definition, given adequate warning to the car behind and so had not
been negligent. " On SIesser LJ's view, the negligence standard was gi\, en by the regulation. On the
view of the majority, the common law imposed its own autonomous standard. The difference in
approach biohhghts a basic choice which fans to be made in a range of contexts, including whether
a common law duty of care can be identified in the first place

in general terms, the major^, of statutes enacted in the area of the law of obligations presuppose
the existence of common law duties and can only work wirliin the framework given by them. ' For
example, the Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act 1945 makes no sense other than by
presupposing the common law of tort and legislating to modify it to some degree

In some circumstances, however, the implication from the enactment of a statutoq, regime is that
Pathament has removed the ability for the courts to identify a duty of care by adopting their own
view of public policy. This is evident from the cases on the tort of breach of statutory duty, where
it is Pathament's policy choice which is important. As Lord Scott explained in the Corn74ge case: "if
a statutory duty does not give rise to a private right to sue for breach, the duty cannot create a duty
of care that would not have been owed at common law if the statute were not there. If the policy
of the statute is not consistent with the creation of a statutory liability to pay compensation for

5, s, , Mt. han (n 46) chapter 7
it 119381 I 1<B 540
5, A{icht"}, of Tmnsp. "t, Tb, H@i"@^ CM (L, ,ridon, HMS0,1935) 16
,* C, -, Jim (n 52), 564
551bid. , 556
it See A. Burrows, 'The Relationship bets, een Commonl, a\\, and Statute in the I, av, of Obligations" (2012) 1281, QR
232
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damage caused by a breach of the statutory duty, the same policy would, in my opinion, exclude
the use of the statutory duty in order to create a corrmion law duty of care"." However, it is for
the courts to infer what was Pathament's choice regarding "the policy of the statute" and in doing
that the^ in a}, draw on their own understanding of what policy factors it is plausible to suppose
pathament took into account. 58

5. Rel;. fewer to Jin/\/e to deny a Ito, offore at fan/won for

Another categor), of case displays a similar teasorxing pattern. The enactment of a statutory remedy
linght serve as a slurial to the courts that the), should 1701 devdop the common law in the same
area. One could say that in these instances the statute operates as a sort of neoative sodal
proposition, blocking the development of the common law. Inkh/?Joi/ " Un/101J '' for example, the
essential question was whether the unfair dismissal legislation had frozen the development of the
common law on damages for breach of the contract of employment by the manner of the
dismissal. The House of Lords held that it should not develop the common law to allow wrongftil
disimssal damages for mental distress or a psychiatric illness by w^, of a departure from the eacher
restricti\, e decision in, I'llr , Giniffq!)bo\,,'' because to do so would undermine the special statutory
compensation scheme for unfair dismissal. Pathament had provided a reined^ for such harm, but
at a much lower level than would be available if the common law categories of damage were
extended. The fact that Pathament had legislated for a remedy tended to dimnish the pressure for
the common law to develop to reflect current social standards, and at the same time indicated that
it would be inappropriate for it to do so in a nTanner which would bypass the deliberate
compromise between competing interests enshrined in the statuto^, regime. If a positive choice
by Pathament is identified not to provide for a claim in damatres, althouglT it does not formally
prohibit the courts from developing the law to do just that, it operates as a guide as to the public
pollq, whether the^ should do so or not

A different variation on this theme arises where it is clear that Parliament ,off/,/ have legislated in
an area, but has chosen not to. Since Pathament has the primary, role in identifying public policy
and legislating to give effect to it, its abstention from legislation may indicate that, for public policy
reasons, the courts should also abstain from development of the law according to their own
Iudoynent of public policy in the field. Courts are mindful of their own institutional limitations and
that legislative change of the law is primar^, a matter for Pathament

For example, in the M/', bde/ case the Supreme Court held that the police should have Do habuity in
the tort of negligence where they had failed to respond to a 999 call fronT a woman who was
murdered shortly afterwards by her former partner. As this iru, o1ved a complex issue of social
policy, the Court considered that an}, development in this area was for Pathament. " in deciding
whether reform is best left to Pathament, courts may be ITxindful of whether or not Pathament has
demonstrated any willingness to legislate in this area, including whether the^ have done so in the
past, or to review whether legislation is required. If not, the inference may be that Pathament has

57 Gol777!g, to 26), 1711
'' P. Sales, "In Defence of Legislam, e Intention" (2019) 48 AUStrahan Bar Revie\\, 6.18-19
,, 120031 I AC 518
00 119091 I\C 488
in AndM, / " Chi</C, ",/"b/, 9/1'""/b runt, 12015i AC 1732,113q. cf, ,Ik, ,, ,- fromI, awb, ,/"",, .,,,,,, I, 1201/1 CSOH 49
where it \\, as said tl, at a duty of care arose \\, ith respect to the manner in which the 999 call was responded to and an
ambulance despatched
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simply left the area free for development according to the usual processes of the common law and
courts in^, be more inclined to proceed to do that

6. PI/bfrc awlhonfar

A significant chapter in the interface between statute and the law of tort concerns public authorities
which have statutory functions. A central tenet of the English legal tradition, most commonly
associated with the constitutional scholar Dicey, is the idea that public authorities and public
officials are subject to the Dramafj, law as admitiistered in the ordinary courts. Indeed, for Dicey,
this equivalence principle was one of the three pillars of the rule of law. ~ English law begins from
the starting point that when exercising its public law functions a public author^, is subject to the
same private law obligations as an^ other legal actor, and so can bellable in tortifin the course of
its performance of those functions it violates a private law right. The principle also applies in
negligence, as the Supreme Court relterated in Rob!ino".

As made clear in the Goryz'"ge and M!', bae/ cases, and most recen^, in RobzfrJo}r, the equivalence
principle cuts both ways, in the sense that as a matter of private law analysis, public bodies and
officials are also, generally speaking, not subject to any addz//0"alliabilities by virtue of their status
This means that "public authorities, in^e private individuals and bodies, are generally under no duty
of care to pre\, Grit the occurrence of harm". 64

How far the analogy bent, Gen public authorities and private persons can be taken is open to
question. As explained in 510,177 , init: "Unlike an individual, a public authority is not an indifferent
onlooker. Pathament confers powers on public authorities for a purpose. An authority is entrusted
and charged with responsibilities, for the public good. The powers are intended to be exercised in
a suitable case. "" In other words, public authorities are expected and required to act in situations
where a private person is not. When considering whether to impose a duty of care on a public
authority, the court may find that its analysis has to be shaped to some extent by the special
position occupied by the defendant, since "the question whether there is such a common law duty
and if so its ambit, must be profoundly influenced by the statutory framework within which the
acts complained of were done". 66

The statutory framewotl< under which the defendant operates may make it plausible to argue that
it has a relationship of proximity with those whom the legislation is intended to benefit such as to
give rise to affirmative obligations towards such persons' Conversely, however, where a duty of
care iyo\/d ordinarily be owed if a private person acted to assume a responsibility, it may be
excluded or restricted "where it would be inconsistent with the scheme of the legislation under
which the public authority is operating"."

6' A. V. Dicey, 1,7110d//,/2'0ii to Ibe J/\41 offbe L, I, glib, Co"Ji?}//17'0, /, a. .ondon: A'IacmiUan, 8'" edn, 1915) 114. An early
example of the operation of the equality, principle is AlerJ4j, Dor#:r a"I Halto\!' Boa!',/ Tr/ineeJ " G/'bbr (1866) LR I HL
93

" R, bin, ,, (n 18), 1321-t331 (Lord R, ,d)
64 Ibid. , 1341 or, ord Reed). There are, of course, exceptions to this equivalence principle, such as the tort of misfeasance
in public office
65 Jim, }, " Mir 11996j AC 923,935
" X inn}?or!) (n 35), 739 (1.0rd Browne-\linkinson)
" pad, to 34), 1751 a. .ord R*, d)
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in making that assessment it win be relevant that when imposing a duty or conferring a discretion
on the public authority, Pathament chose not to nTake it a duty sounding in damages. " GeneraUy,
statutory discretions are not to be unduly fettered by the authority, which is required to preserve
its ability to adjust its beha\, jour in the light of changing circumstances so as to promote the
purposes of the statute and the common good. Breach of duty in public law does not sound in
damages. So even if a duty of care might appear to be capable of arising according to usual criteria
applicable in relation to private parties when a public authority takes action, it may be that to
impose such a duty would unduly limit the freedom of action of the authority to act in the public
interest. This might be contrary to the no-fettering principle, by CTeatina a risk of flability in
damages if the authority, deddes to depart from an assurance given or course of action undertaken
in the exercise of its statutory functions. Public law has developed its own doctrine of legitimate
expectations to balance the no-fettering principle with standards of good government, especiaUy
where there has been detrimental refiance by an individual co and that balance could be distorted
if, in addition, the common law overlaid duties of care sounding in damages. It is to be expected
that this part of the interface between statute and the law of tort win require more examination in
future

The most acute area of the interface arises where an individual claims that the public authority
owes them a duty of carein common law based on an assumption of responsibitity to protect them
from a particular kind of harm. The harm might take the form of physical injury damage to
property or pure economic loss. The assumption of responsibifity refied on might be said to be
founded on what the authority has done in terms of positive action in the exerdse of its statutory
functions. Assumption of responsibitity as the foundation for a duty of care in tort in relation to
pure economic loss came to the fore in Herb, 111, we " H, //er. The concept has had a vibrant life
since then, despite being subject to academic criticism. "

However, the concept ITas deep ITistorical roots and covers cases where a person chooses to enter
into particular forms of established relationship, such as relationships bet\A, een doctor and
patient, " teacher and student, " and educational psychologist and child. " GeneraUy, a public
authority, which enters into such a relationship win become subject to a duty, of care, even though
it did so in exerdse of its statutory functions. it ina}, be said that Pathament created the statutory
functions on the understanding that they would carry with them standard recognised duties of care
In tort

But this inference as to Pathament's intention does not carry across to areas where there is no
standard form of relationship alrea^, recogriised at common law, and the role of the author^, is
more purely "public" in nature. Schemes of public law which confer a high degree of discretion
are often seen as inconsistent with imposition of a common law duty of care. For example, in Day/I
" kid, \" banking regulation powers in the Isle of Man were at issue. In denying that a duty of
care was owed to the claimant in\, estors it was pointed out that the authority's exercise of its
licensing powers "can wellinvolve the exercise of Iudginent of a deficate nature affecting the whole
future of the relevant banl< in the Isle of A, Ian, and the impact of an}, consequent cessation of the

68 See X 4/1/7101:j) to 35)
00 See P. Sales and K. Steyn, "ICgitimate Expectations in Enghsh Public I, aw: An Analysis" 120041 Public IAW 564
in See P. Sales, "Pure Economic Loss and Assumption of Responsibitin, " coNBA, Peter Ta\, lot Memorial Address, 20
April2023), available on the Supreme Court website
" See, e. g. D " E, J/ Br, /:Jb/!? Corn/////filly All{J TinJ/ 12003j 4I\U ER 796
'2 See, e. g. X AMio, :, I to 35)
* s, ., ,. g, Pb, 4, , " Hittg, /", 1200/12 AC 619
u 119901 I \XII, R 821
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bank's business in the Isle of Man, not merely upon the customers and creditors of the bank, but
indeed upon the future of financial services in the island. In circumstances sac}T as these,
competing considerations have to be carefully weighed and balanced in the public interest . ' The
imposition of a duty of care sounding in damages would cut across this scheme and distort the
decision-making flexibility the regulator was intended to enjoy

But a discretion does not of itself rule out the possibility of a finding of an assumption of
responsibility. If, for example, in the exerdse of its discretion, the public authority decides that it
should be doing something to benefit or protect a person, so it has itself decided to focus directly
on their protection in some way, it may be possible to s^, that the responsibility of the public
authority has been crystalised such that it creates a sumdent relationship of proximity to impose
a duty of care. This proximity, is generally described as an assumption of responsibility by the
public authority. But since the language of assumption of responsibihty is liable to be somewhat
misleading in this area, it may, be better to say that, through the exerdse of its statutoq, functions,
the public author^, has itself brought about a focus of concern for and hence of responsibility for
the individual

In public law family cases, the analog}, between public and private defendants becomes very
attenuated. No private individual would intrude on another fam^,'s affairs over a period of years,
as local authority social workers are frequently required to do. A private individual also lacks the
extraordinary legal powers enjoyed by local authorities, ultimately permitting removal of children
from their parents'

One difficult question the courts have sought to grapple with is WITy positive duties readily inhere
in some "coneral" relationships but not others"' In the final analysis, it is perhaps public policy
considerations that explain the categories and dividing lines in determintng whether assumption
of responsibifit), has been established. in XI, Bed'halfh^}e a number of reasons were gi. \, en to support
the conclusion that it was not just and reasonable to superimpose a common law duty of care on
the local authority in relation to the performance of its statutory duties to protect children. One
factor which weighed he avil}, with the court was that the existence of a common law duty of care
in relation to the statutory functions of the authority in question might have an adverse effect on
the w^, in which it discharged those functions. The local author^, linght adopt an unduly
d f h d I ti t hitdrenatrisl<"defensive approach to its duties in relation to children at risk.

This reasoning soon came to be questioned. In Baiv'8/1 " Bid;e/I BC, X " Bel0/71Jb/'re was
distinguished on the grounds that in Bdn?// the authority, had already taken the dedsion to take the
child from his home, and the statutor;, powers exercised by the local author^, once he was in care
did not necessarily in\, o1ve the exercise of the kind of discretion that was involved in taking the
child from his fam^, into care in the first place. Furthermore, following the HR/\, the Court of
Appeal held in D , EaJ/ Bel^:rbz:re NHJ Tryr/ that so far as the position of a child is concerned, the
decision in Bed"oldJhz}e cannot survive;" in light of the Strasbourg jurisprudence, " breaches of
Article 8 in child abuse cases may give rise to claims in negligence

75 Ibid. , 827
'6 I. Morgan, "A riddle wrapped in an erxigma: assumption of responsibihry, again" [2022] CLI 449,451
" S. . All, b",/ (n 61), 11791 (L. "d 1<on); re. al, , R, mar, ,, to , 81), pi51 a. ,ord Hugh. *)
" X A1^I!,, r) to 35), 681
'91200/12 AC 550
00 B, ,*, b, }* (n 71), 1831
in Z " UK 1200/12 FCR 246; n' " UK 1200/12 FCR 289; P, C ",, d J " UK 120021 3 FCR I
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But public policy still looms large in denying many duties at common law. The Cq^1741 d"I Co\"//A
case" suggests, for example, that because fire brigades act for the benefit of the public
generally they do not assunTe responsibility, to particular property, -owners, especially as the public
interest and individuals' interests could conflict (for example, property sacrificed to form a fire-
break). The "conflicting duties" argument is a particular powerful instance of the wider policy
concern that nability could incentivise undesirable behaviour. " As Lord 1<eith put it "the cure may
be worse than the disease". 84

A, lore recently, the courts have sought to re-frame the discussion as one in\, o1ving a distinction
bets, Gen acts and omissions of public authorities. Defendants are not usuaU}, liable for failing to
assist, protect or otherwise make claimants better off. This usually Gritails that public authorities
will not be liable in negligence. Lord Reed in Robzfrro" explained that many of the leading cases
denying public authority flability should now be recogTiised as applications of the nonfeasance
principle. Pollq, consideration in such cases is unnecessary. This approach was followed in the
T/77th//case, in which the concept of "meffectualinterventions"" was placed within the omissions
cateoory. The}, do not make the claimant's situation worse, but merely fail to improve it. It was
"far too wide" to suggest that whenever a public authority has power to prevent ITarm, a duty arises
to do so. " This reasoning is in keeping with the 1'10"/'/I and Gonv7/re line of authorities. But the non-
reasance I misfeasance dividing line may be problematic in the case of a public authority subject
to public law duties to act. As Lord Hughes explained in Rob/ino": "The law readily finds Ian
assumption of responsibility to actl in many, common situations, such as employment, teaching,
healthcare and the care of children, and imposes flabifity for omitting to protect others. it could
equal^ readily do so in the case of police officers with a aeneral public duty to protect the peace,
but it does not. ,, 87

In Poole Bolo/4gb Gown, // case, the Supreme Court telterated the point it had made in ROMiJo/I that
the Cq/)dro approach, which arrows for the adjustment of the scope of a duty of care on grounds
of policy (under the "fair, just and reasonable" rubric), has no application in established categories
of case. It acknowledged that there Ina}, be circumstances, not present on the facts of that case,
where the local authority, may assume a responsibifity towards a particular cltild but did not give
details. But \vlTat is now clear is that a public author^, does not assume responsibitity for the
claimants' safety merely by virtue of "investigating and monitoring the claimants' position", while
the mother's "anxiety" to be rehoused did not "amount to refiance"." E\, enif sufficient proxinxit),
can be established on the facts of a particular case where there has been a POSiti\, e act (rather than
a mere omission), it remains necessary to examine whether, in such a novel case, there are pollc},
reasons for not imposing a duty of care.

71/11, ofd, e 4110/1 "/?d Jini\/e beyond the dh, b, of core

,, C^//"/ ",,/ Owl, ',, PI, " H"", b, b^}, CC 119971 QB 1004,1036
'' See H. Witherg, "Defensive practice or conflict of duties? Policy concerns in pubhc authority, negligence claims"
(2010) 1261, QR 420
'' Roi"file " Trtkrtro PI'41, mrJ Uru9881 AC 473,502. SImUarl\,, tlTe European Court of Human RidTts seems to have
accepted the "defensive policing" argument: see On//, if " ''1/11e/}*'!Klan/ 119981 ECHR 101
us nthh Cfrty~a, ,,/"b^, 41n"\,, 11,10^ 12022j E\\'CA Civ 25,1641
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One final point to mention is that there are, of course, other areas of interface between statute and
tort. A classic example is false imprisonment which, as a form of trespass to the person, is a strict
liability tort. There is an interface bent, Gen statute and tort in this area, because statute may give an
author^, to detain someone and where it does, the detainer has a defence to the tort. However,
strict coinpfiance with the stainto^, conditions is required in order to create the authority to detain
Faifing that, the defence does not arise. The L\Iffbd case, " in which there were public law failures
by the Secretary of State in deciding to detain the claimants, makes this clear. This was so even
though it was accepted that it would ha\, e been inevitable that the claimants would have been
detained if the correct procedures had been followed. However, this was held to be relevant to the
quantum of damages.

Cowl\J/bft

it can be observed that the imposition or denial of the duty of care in the common law of tort has
been guided, to a significant degree, by judicial consideration of public policy in both the private
and public law contexts. Statutes PI^, an important role in this regard. in the duty of care context,
judges have looked to statute as a helpful guide regarding public policy. Emphasis is given to
maintairiing a harmonious and ptindpled co-existence between stainte and tort law. An
appreciation of the complex and nuanced interface between them serves to enrich the law of tort
and shows the importance for the judiciary of allning to achieve coherence across the whole of the
law

'9 R (Dr\bq) " J, ,r, /, 0^ off/air/or for Hornt D<bath//,"/ 12012j I AC 245
00 Ibid. , 1701 01. ,."d Dy, .n)
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